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for The loue Of Horses 
13~ 'rran-k J Budlman 

Winter calls for extra attention to horses 
It's still eight days until 

wjntcr officially begins, but 
reC'ent cold snaps and snow 
flurries are ample warning 
of its coming. The weather 
change also serves as a re
minder that horse owners 
need to think about the 
extra care their horses re~ 
quire. 

"Sudden changes in 
weather are worse than a 
gradual cool-down, ·because 
horses can grow hair and 
become accustomed to 

lower temperatures and 
wintry conditions," ac
knowledged Dr. Peggy 
Marsh, Texas A&M veteri-
narian. 

"As with humans, winter 
can be more harmful to very 
old and very young horses," 
she pointed out. 

Nat unlike summer, 
water is the most important 
thing required by horses in 
the winter, but it's often 
much more difficult to pro
vide1 Marsh said. 

Contrary t<> some beliefs, 
ice and snow do not provide 
sufficient water for horses, 
Marsh said. ·"Some horses 
are more particular than 
others, but an open water 
source must be supplied for 
all horses." 

Ice must be broken or 
fresh water given to horses 
a minimum of twice a day. 
- "Older horses and cer
tain other horses can be 
more sensitive to . cold 
water, and will need water 

at 40 to 50 degrees," elabo
rated Dr. John Lew, nutri
tionist for McCauley Broth
ers Feeds, Inc., Versailles, 
Ky. 

Ponds and deep creeks 
can be a hazardous water 
source, because horses will 
sometimes walk out on the 
ice and break through. 
Breaking ice in natural en
vironments should be done 
in the same place on a regu
.Iar schedule, so horses will 
learn where and when to 
drink, the specialists said. 

It's essential to make 
sure horses are consuming 
adequate water, or they can 
become dehydrated, and 
feed compaCtion is a poten
tially serious problem. In
creasing salt consumption, 

through feed if necessary, 
does help encourage water 
intake, Lew sugg0st.ed. 

Horse calorie and energy 
requirements incJ·ease dur
ing cold weather, the ex
perts advised. 

Lew contended that 
horses should have free 
choice access to quality hay, 
and then have grain in
creased to meet horse ne
cessities. 

"How much feed is re
quired actually depends on 
the individual horse," 
Marsh related. "It's impor
tant to make sure the long 
winter hair doesn't disguise 
the condition of a horse. 

"Some owners actually 
want the ribs visible on 
their horses, and that's fine, 

but it'~ still essenti~l to 
make sure the horse i~n 't 
too thin;· she continuetl. 

Best method of d'•ler
mining bocly condith1n is 
"putting hands on" to f·-~el 
the rib cover. Weight tapes, 
although not precise, can be 
used monthly to ascertain 
changes in weight. 

Lew suggested having 
extra condition on the horse 
before winter sets in. '~It's 
better than trying to play 
catch up with a thin horse." 
he noted. 

While horses get many of 
the needed vitamins 
through green pastures in 
the summer, those e:-;sen
tials must be provJrled 
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through concentrates in the 
winter. Most manufacturers 
guarantee feed analysis to 
meet needs, Lew explained. 

Typically no special 
medical practices are re
quired for horses on a rou
tine vaccination and worm
ing program. At first frost, 
it is desirable to deworm 
for bots, a fly larvae para
site. 

Protection from the ele
ments must be provided for 
horses. While a barn is nice, 
it isn't essential, but a row 
of trees, a protected valley 
or a constructed windbreak 
are necessary for all horses, 
accordlng to Marsh. 

.fl. three-sided shed fac
ing south or east with a 
good windbreak is ideal, 
the specialists described. 

Frostbite can be a con
cern when wind chills be
come extremely low, Marsh 
warned. Broodmares foal
ing during freezing weather 
need ext':ra protection to 
prevent newborn deaths 
and freezing of ears and 
feet. 

"If horses are kept in a 
barn, there must be ample 
ventilation, because horses 
are very susceptible to res
piratory problems when 
ammonia is produced from 
urine breakdown," Marsh 
said. 

Stalls need to be kept 
clean and dry. "Horse's feet 
readily rlii!velop thrush. a 
bacterial infection caused 
by moisture," Marsh con
firmed. 

Exer(:!SP is as importRnt 
to horse::; in the winter as in 
the summer, and they must 
be turned oul of box ~talls 
ever.,- day to remain 
healthy. 

It is n.ot necessary to 
bianket a hnr_-;e in the n·in
to<::r. '\'(CJ!':.;h S€1ld, ''A hr)rc.:<'<: 

coat will adapt to colde1· 
temperatures~ even stand
ing on end to insulate the 
horse with a layer of warm 
air." However, a horse does 
need a blanket if it's 
clipped for winter shows or 
sales. 

Horseshoes should be 
removed from horses dur
ing the winter to prevent ice 
and snow from ballfng up in 
the feet and causing lame
ness and falls. Snow can 
readily accumulate in bare 
feet of horses too, and own
ers must be aware to clean 
feet regularly tq prevent 
problemS. 

Horses ridden in snow 
and on frozen ground can 
easily slip and fall, creating 
a hazard to them and their 
riders. Horsemanship pre-

caution is urged. Special 
horseshoes with cleats can 
be used to prevent acci
dents, in some situations. 

Bridle bits should be 
warmed bY the rider blow
ing on or rubbing the bit be
fore putting it into a horse's 
mouth, or the bit will stick 
to and injure the horse's 
tongue. 

Before riding -horses in 
winter, especially those 
kept inside barns, they must 
be lounged or exercised at a 
trot and canter before 
mounting, to warm and ac
custom them to cold tem
peratures and wind. 

After riding, the· horse's 
hair needs to be fluffed up 
where the saddle has heen, 
before turning the horse 
back outside. 



Winter Calls For Extra Attention To Horses 

It's still eight days until winter officially begins, but recent cold snaps and snow flurries are ample warning of 
its coming. The weather change also serves as a reminder that horse owners need to think about the extra 
care their horses require. 

"Sudden changes in weather are worse than a gradual cool down, because horses grow hair and become 
accustomed to lower temperatures and wintry conditions," acknowledged Dr. Peggy Marsh, Texas A&M vet
erinarian. 

"As with humans, winter can be more harmful to very old and very young horses," she pointed out. 
Not unlike summer, water is the most important ingredient required by horses in the winter, but it's often 

much more difficult to provide, Marsh recognized. 
Contrary to some beliefs, ice and snow do not provide sufficient water for horses, Marsh emphasized. "Some 

horses are more particular than others, but an open water source must be supplied for all horses," she 
stressed. 

Ice must be broken or fresh water given to horses a minimum of twice a day, Marsh added. 
"Older horses and certain other horses can be more sensitive to cold water, and will need water at 40 to 50 

degrees," elaborated Dr. John Lew, nutritionist for McCauley Brothers Feeds, Inc., Versailles, Ky. 
Ponds and deep creeks can be a hazardous water source, because horses will sometimes walk out on the 

ice and break through. Breaking ice in natural environments should be done in the same place on a regular 
schedule, so horses will learn where and when to drink, the specialists indicated. 

It's essential to make sure horses are consuming adequate water, or they can become dehydrated, and feed 
compaction is a potentially serious problem. Increasing salt consumption, through feed if necessary, does help 
encourage water intake, Lew suggested. 

Horse calorie and energy requirements increase during cold weather, the experts advised. 
Lew contended that horses should have free choice access to quality hay, and then have grain increased to 

meet horse necessities. 
"How much feed is required actually depends on the individual horse," Marsh related. "It's important to make 

sure the long winter hair doesn't disguise the condition of a horse. 
"Some owners actually want the ribs visible on their horses, and that's line, but it's still essential to make 

sure the horse isn't too thin," she continued. 
Best method of determining body condition is "putting hands on" to feel the rib cover. Weight tapes, although 

not precise, can be used monthly to ascertain changes in weight. 
Lew suggested having extra condition on the horse before winter sets in. "It's better than trying to play catch 

up with a thin horse," he noted. 
While horses get many of the needed vitamins through green pastures in the summer, those essentials must 

be provided through concentrates in the winter. Most manufacturers guarantee feed analysis to meet needs, 
Lew explained. 

Typically no special medical practices are required for horses on a routine vaccination and worming pro
gram. At first frost, it is desirable to deworm for bets, a fly larvae parasite. 

Protection from the elements must be provided for horses. While a barn is nice, it isn't essential, but a row 
of trees, a protected valley or a constructed windbreak are necessary for all horses, Marsh insisted. 

A three-sided shed facing south or east with a good windbreak is ideal, the specialists described. 
Frost bite can be a concern when wind chills become extremely low, Marsh warned. Broodmares foaling dur

ing freezing weather need extra protection to prevent newborn deaths and freezing of ears and feet. 
"If horses are kept in a barn, there must be ample ventilation, because horses are very susceptible to res

piratory problems when ammonia is produced from urine breakdown," Marsh warned. 
Stalls need to be kept clean and dry. "Horse's feet readily develop thrush, a bacterial infection caused by 

moisture," Marsh confirmed. 
Exercise is as important to horses in the winter as in the summer, and they must be turned out of box stalls 

every day to remain healthy. 
It is not necessary to blanket a horse in the winter. Marsh said, "A horse's coat will adapt to colder temper

atures, even standing on end to insulate the horse with a layer of warm air." However, a horse does need a 
blanket if it's clipped lor winter shows or sales. 

Horse shoes should be removed from horses during the winter to prevent ice and snow from balling up in 
the feet and causing lameness and falls. Snow can readily accumulate in bare feet of horses too, and owners 
must be aware to clean feet regularly to prevent problems, Marsh related. 

Horses ridden in snow and on frozen ground can easily slip and fall, creating a hazard to them and their rid
ers. Horsemanship precaution is urged. Special horse shoes with cleats can be used to prevent accidents, in 
some situations. 

Bridle bits should be warmed by the rider blowing on or rubbing the bit before putting it into a horse's mouth, 
or the bit will stick to and injure the horse's tongue. 



Before riding horses in winter, especially those kept inside barns, they must be lounged or exercised at a 
trot and canter before mounting, to warm and accustom them to cold temperatures and wind. 

After riding, the horse's hair needs to be fluffed up where the saddle has been, before turning the horse back 
outside. 

Watering horses out of ponds can be hazardous, 
because horses sometimes will walk onto the ice and 
can break through. If essential to water out of ponds, 
the water should be broke open in the same place on a 
regular schedule, so horses will learn where and when 
to drink. 


